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wake you that sleep, and arise from the dead, and
Christ shall give you light. See then that you walk
carefully, not as fools, but as wise, redeeming the time,
because the days are evil. Therefore be not unwise, but
understanding what the will of the Lord is. Eph 5:14-17
My heart is full of excitement and anticipation for
the great things that are about to happen in 2008 and
beyond, but at the same time I am heavy burdened for
the things that I must share with you. It is a difficult and
unpleasant thing to do, but I will try to share them with you.
The things I am about to say, I do so with great humility
and trepidation, not to scare but to warn you. The Lord has
shown me things that bring me hope and excitement,
but I have also been shown things that cause me great
concern. Many things are beginning to take place on this
country and overseas that will only escalate in the near
future. It will test the faith of many, shake their foundations
and cause them to surrender their lives to God or turn their
backs on Him, embracing the apostasy sweeping the world.
God can still postpone what is coming and heal this land if
His people would pray, repent and turn away from sin. The
Lord has already given us a reprieve on the war in Iran,
as it seems that plans for an attack have been pulled back
after inspectors found no evidence of a nuclear program
there. Many have been praying for years, repenting on behalf
of this nation for the atrocious sins committed in the past and
present on this land. God has promised to send a double
portion outpouring of His Spirit to this nation if His people
would heed His warnings, repent and sincerely turn to Him.
All the innocent blood that has been shed on this land,
especially in the last several decades through abortion,
satanic rituals and murders has opened multiple gates of hell
allowing a flood of all kinds of demons to come in and invade
this nation. Without a doubt, the United States is being
taken over by occult forces and very few seem to be aware
of it in a society that is oblivious to the truth.
This pains my heart, for I love this country. From the
Stonehenge replica in the Pacific Northwest, to the Luxor
Hotel Casino Pyramid in Vegas, to the Georgia Guide Stones,
these occult structures are being built all throughout the land
at an alarming rate. Occult names, structures and symbols in
its various forms are being propagated continually through
the use of the entertainment industries and mass media to
brainwash the American people. That may explain why so
many strange and unusual things are happening.

While this is going on, at the same time we are seeing a
relentless attack on the person and divinity of Jesus
Christ. “Their” goal is to undermine the foundation of the
Christian faith whose cornerstone is Jesus. If they succeed,
the people will then be ready to be seduced into believing a lie
that the enemy has been preparing for a very long, long time.
Some books and movies portray Jesus as having sexual
relations with Mary, while others portray Him as gay.
One well known TV ministry is now saying that Jesus
never claimed to be the Messiah, only the Lamb of God.
This acquits Jews from rejecting the Messiah. Although I love
the Jewish people as much as anyone else, to say that they
do not need to accept Yeshua as their Messiah to be saved, is
a very serious heresy and goes against what the Bible says.
Another leaven that is quickly spreading throughout many
churches is the belief that Jesus was not God manifested
in the flesh; only the son of God. They claim that is the
reason why He had to be baptized; to be cleansed from sin.
This is such a dangerous heresy that it subverts the very
foundation of the Christian Faith. These doctrines have been
around for a long time, but it seems that now they are all
making a strong come back at the same time.
Several months ago, the Lord spoke to me and said:
“there is a new religion coming”. The things that He
showed me are coming, have led me to believe that this is the
strong delusion spoken of by Paul in 2 Thessalonians 2:11
that would cause many to believe a lie. We are not able to
disclose many things that God has revealed to us because
frankly, most of the people could not handle it due to the
religious leaven that hinders them from receiving truth.
A few years ago, I was shown in a vision of the night some
things that would transpire in the future, so terrifying that
when I woke up, I was shaking and drenched in sweat. I kept
this to myself for three years, but the Lord has now released
me to share it with His people. The visions and dreams
have intensified to the point where we just recently added a
new section to our website dealing with that subject. You can
read them by visiting our website posted on this report.
The people of the United States are being warned of
severe judgment to come if they do not repent. (1) Fifty
percent of the contiguous United States is in a condition of
severe drought. Recent reports have indicated that thirty six
states now face water shortages. In Georgia the lakes are
drying up and the city of Atlanta now has less than a ninety
day water supply, and no plan for solving the problem.

